ROUTE - 21 (HARI NAGAR)
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First Pick Up – 6:45 AM
Last Drop – 3:15 PM
Mobile No : 8447751287
Bus Stoppage
Mother Dairy M.I.G Maya Puri (Vatika Appt.)
Vikrant Enclave Gate -3
Clock Tower (Bhagwan Juice Centre)
Maya Enclave Gate-5
Maya Enc. FB Pocket Gate -10
Hari Ngr DB Block Gate No.-4
Hari Ngr DB Block Gate No.-7
Labour Commissioner Office
Lajwanti Flyover (Wine Shop)
Opp. CNG Stn. ‘D1’ Block
Health Centre ‘D2’ Block
D2Block Gate-2, Near BSES Office
Aggarwal Sweet, Sagarpur
Kalimata Mandir Red Light
Sitapuri Bus stand
ITL PUBLIC SCHOOL
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Guidelines to Parents:
1. Students availing the school transport are expected to reach the bus stop at least five minutes before
the arrival time of the bus.
2. The drivers are authorized to stop the buses at the designated stops only.
3. Buses will not wait for the late comers at the stops and the students are supposed to board the buses
immediately after the school is over.
4. The parents are requested not to ask for any change in the bus routes or pick - up / drop points. If,
however, there is a change in their residence, they should make a request to the school authority who
may consider their request depending on the feasibility of change in the existing system. Under no
circumstances requests for alternate routes or additional stops will be entertained.
5. Parents are expected to reach the Bus-stop well on time in the afternoon otherwise the child would be
brought back to the school and parents will have to make their own arrangement to pick up their ward
from school. Parents are requested not to board the bus and get into any argument with
driver/helper/students/teacher-incharge. Any parent should not delay the school bus, for any reason
whatsoever.
6. Parents are requested not to board the bus and get into any argument with
driver/helper/students/teacher-incharge. Any parent should not delay the school bus, for any reason
whatsoever.
7. Due to unavoidable circumstances there may be variations of 5 to 10 minutes from the stipulated time
for the buses to reach to the bus-stops.
8. At times due to some technical fault higher temperature the AC of the bus may not function up to the
satisfaction level in that case students are required to adjust till the time the machine gets repaired.
Note: For any transport related query/suggestion, kindly write an email to the id:
itltransport2011@gmail.com

